Aspen Solutions
Branch Office IP Telephony: Improving the
Reliability of Voice over Virtual Private Networks
TECHNICAL NOTE

Introduction
IP PBX and IP phones are increasingly being deployed by small and
mid-size businesses to improve productivity and realize cost-savings. A
common topology is to connect the branch offices together using IPSEC
VPN “tunnels” and IPSEC VPN hardware, as in Fig 1 below. Inter-office dialing, inbound direct dialing or call transfers based on 4-digit extension numbers – so essential to productivity – are therefore transported
over these IPSEC VPN tunnels. The VPN hardware typically acts as
both security firewall and router for the branch office, and very often is
configured to allow the branch office to send and receive traffic directly
to the Internet (Web, email etc). It is a common misconception that the
advanced routing protocols (such as OSPF) run between the VPN routers are sufficient to deal with unpredictable failure modes in Internet
traffic flows. Nothing could be further from the truth. This technical note
explains the problem, and how Aspen Networks’ application switches
solve it.

Fig 1 Branch Office IP Telephony
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Reliability Problems

The issue of reliability is all too often glossed over. Using IPSEC VPN tunnels over
ISP links does save money and harmonize use of Internet access links. The tradeoff
however is decreased reliability and more unpredictability – a feature of Internet transport many people often forget. These failure modes have been widely documented [1],
[2]. While some of this decreased reliability and unpredictability is tolerable for data
traffic, in the case of voice over IP traffic it is fatal. For example, voice quality breaks
down sharply once the round-trip delay between 2 phones exceeds about 200 milliseconds. Other factors that can degrade voice-quality are transient congestion, packet loss,
and jitter. Because the Internet is a connected system of autonomous service providers
(ISPs) – routing glitches and failures inside a single ISP often percolate through the
system – giving rise to transient problems that will affect voice traffic adversely. A
study by MERIT/University of Michigan [1] documented over 45,000 routing incidents over a 16-month study period.
To understand why this affects VPN paths, it is important to understand how VPN
routers function. A routing protocol such as OSPF (or RIP) is configured on the VPN
router, and paths are configured between the IP subnets at each office. In Fig 1 (above)
and Fig 2 (below) the enterprise is multi homed to 2 ISPs at each site, labeled ISP 1 and
2. Therefore 4 VPN tunnels are configured between the 2 offices – shown in red, blue,
black and green. To the routing protocols, each tunnel path is treated as a single hop
with a fixed cost, even though in reality it traverses a varying number of diverse ISP
hops or “clouds” along the way. Let us assume the best path is picked by OSPF as the
green path; next consider what can happen to this green path when routing instability
occurs.

Fig 2 OSPF and RIP Costs Unaffected by Path Degrade
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In Fig 2 above, a typical routing degrade situation is shown. Invisible to the VPN
routers, the internal Internet paths have changed due to an upstream ISP of ISP 1 (shown
in red) having an intermittent routing failure or fiber cut. The green path now traverses
8 hops instead of 4 hops in Fig 1 when no routing problem existed. Unfortunately, the
VPN routers do not notice any change – because the tunnel is viewed as a single hop
always. The routing protocol on the VPN router has no visibility into the real-time path
being used. And so these routers continue to send packets down the green path, even
though that path is now degraded.
There are 2 essential problems with the routing protocol approach:

Unpredictable Data
Flow Problems

1.

There is no sensitivity to path degrade, especially as it affects voice over IP
traffic

2.

While there is sensitivity to hard path failures, in the best case (OSPF) these
typically take about 10 – 12 seconds to detect and correct – during which time
all existing phone calls will break.

Sometimes activity on the part of users or data applications inside an enterprise can result
in large data flows occurring at unpredictable intervals, severely degrading voice quality.
An example is when multiple large file transfers occur on a VPN link at the same time
as an IP telephone call. Without an Aspen switch and only VPN routers operating on
OSPF or RIP, the voice and data traffic will usually collide to the detriment of voice
quality. One hears anectodes in the home use of VoIP, such as heavy music downloads
interrupting that Vonage phone call that Dad is making; these problems are similar in
corporate networks. Jitter introduced by lots of large data packets in the presence of
small voice packets often causes voice quality to degrade.
In the next section, we explain how Aspen Networks VoIP-aware application switch
technology addresses these kinds of traffic problems. This results in higher availability
and predictable quality for 4-digit VoIP applications.

Aspen VoIP – Real Time
Responsiveness

Application switching – as defined and implemented by Aspen Networks – has 2
components (a) awareness of each ISP path by on-going and detailed measurements
in real time (b) awareness of the nature of the application, in this case 4-digit dialed
voice traffic encrypted in IPSEC. Real time measurements of all ISP paths are continuously sampled – packet loss, delay, jitter, hop-count, link loading in each direction, and available bit rate in each direction. ISP path selection is a function of these
real time measurements.

Recovery in Milliseconds - Voice Calls
never Break

One critical feature is the fine-grained measurements in real time, configurable in 100
milli-second units of granularity. This means that unlike OSPF or RIP, existing voice
over IP calls managed by an Aspen switch do not break when there are transient routing
failures on the Internet. Typical recovery times in the range of 200 to 500 milli-seconds, depending on configuration. In the presence of transient failures and “microburst outages” on the BGP-protocol dominated Internet, as widely documented in various studies [1], [2] – Aspen’s Real Time Responsiveness feature set enables smooth
voice performance with no interruptions.
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Rapid Response to Path
Degrades

Because path measurements are done at the millisecond level granularity by the Aspen
switch, any problem caused by transient routing, or intermittent noise or interference
on wireless links, is detected and corrected in milliseconds.

Voice and Data Flow
Separation

The problem of unpredictable and large data flows adversely affecting voice is also
solved.
When voice activity is not present, the Aspen switch can load balance data traffic over
each of the 4 VPN tunnel paths shown. This is the normal case, as voice calls do not
happen all the time. When voice is detected however, the Aspen switch ensures that
voice flows take the best path, while data flows are shunted to avoid colliding (and
thereby causing jitter) with the voice flows. When the voice flows cease, the data flows
are re-optimized and allowed to take any path again, until such time when new voice
flows detected. This is depicted in Fig 4.

Configuration and
Network Diagram

Fig 3 Solution with Aspen 365-HQ and 365-BRANCH switches
VPN tunnel IP addresses and Differentiated Services (DS) byte markers in the IP packet
header are used to identify encrypted voice over IPSEC VPN to the Aspen switch.. For
example, a Microsoft NetMeeting audio/video conference between 2 sites can be marked
off as a preferred application flow that is encrypted and handled with special treatment
by the Aspen switch.
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Static and Dynamic
VoIP Flow Policies

Both static and dynamic polices can be set.
For example, a “static” voice policy can be used to always steer VoIP traffic via specific ISPs as long as they have no path failures.
Static policies can be beneficially used when the customer has paid for Premium IP
service links specially groomed for VoIP traffic. For example, if ISP 1 at each of the
2 locations is ATT and specially groomed T1 Internet service links are being purchased, the enterprise can choose to “steer” voice traffic over these preferred links.
An inexpensive DSL backup ISP can be used as ISP 2 in each location.
For smaller businesses or enterprises that do not care to tinker with policies, the default
policy used by the Aspen switch is dynamic path adjustment based on real time transient conditions, as measured by the measurement and control processor on the Aspen
switch. In the dynamic case, path adjustment is a function of many variables, including
round-trip time, hop-count through the Internet, packet loss rate on the path, available
bit rate on each link and path jitter.

Fig 4 Voice and Data follow Separate Paths
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Conclusion

This technical note has explained how Aspen Networks voice application switching
technology can be utilized in achieving high availability for 4-digit branch office dialing and IP PBX applications. Using real time measurements sampled in millisecond
intervals voice flows are correctly steered through the Internet over the most optimal
paths. The real time measurements include available bit rate loading, round-trip time,
packet loss rates, voice-stream jitter and tunnel path hop counts. When Internet transients occur, the hop count of any VPN path changes. By being ISP aware, the Aspen
switches can actually detect that a transient problem has occurred within milliseconds,
and respond in 200 – 500 milliseconds. Dynamic or static voice “preference” policies
can be set by the user, accommodating a variety of enterprise needs in terms of Internet
Service Provider selection and management.
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